Biological forecasts outside the research realm are more limited. Some common examples 93 involve predicting hypoxia, such as the annual forecasts of the Gulf of Mexico hypoxia zone 94 (Scavia et al., 2003) . Such models are effective because they are dependent on only a few 95 inputs, such as nutrient loads and mixing. Other examples of ecological models include 96 annual fishery yields (Scheuerell and Williams, 2005) . Examples of the few real-time event 97
based predictive models include: the occurrence of sea nettles in the Chesapeake Bay 98 (Decker et al., 2007) which is based on the organisms' preference for specific combinations 99 of temperature and salinity as predicted through an existing hydrodynamic model; and coral 100 bleaching which depends on anomalously high sea surface temperatures (SST) which can be 101 found from satellite (Goreau and Hayes, 2006) 
. A probabilistic approach developed for 102 several HABs in Europe is the Harmful Algal Blooms Expert System (HABES). HABES 103
has developed HAB predictions through the use of fuzzy logic (Blauw et al., 2006) . 104
Predictive capabilities are being developed for several areas which may lead to forecasts of 105 the annual start or temporal occurrence of HAB impacts. Annual forecasts are comparatively 106 simple to validate, however, the field logistics for event forecasts may be daunting due to 107 problems associated with reducing the observational errors in order to achieve a robust 108 estimate of the actual conditions. 109 behavior, but also to identify needed improvements. This paper will examine a skill 139 assessment of the forecasts made by an operational system (the HAB Forecast System in the 140 eastern Gulf of Mexico) with available data. The results will examine the influence of 141 characteristics of the validation data on the skill assessment, as well as issues in examining 142 nominal and ordinal (i.e., non-quantitative) forecasts. In addition, the analysis will examine 143 how variations in resolution and quality of both the forecast and validation data can influence 144 skill assessment. Through this analysis, strengths and limitations of the current forecast 145 system were determined and will be discussed in terms of validation methods. 146 147
Methods 148 149
Before discussing the model assessment methods applied to the HAB forecast system, a brief 150 description of the forecasts and models used to produce them is necessary. The forecasts 151 include a nowcast prediction of a new K. brevis bloom, followed by forecasts of 152 intensification, transport, aerial extent and impact of an existing bloom at the coast. Of these, 153 the most complex is the nowcast prediction, and the most significant, from a user 154 perspective, is the (respiratory) impact at the coast. The nowcast prediction uses a heuristic model that depends on cell counts and ocean color 160 satellite imagery, primarily from the Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS). 161
SeaWiFS has a 1.1 km 2 pixel at nadir and is mapped at that resolution. Chlorophyll and 162 chlorophyll anomaly products are generated according to the methods described by 163 Tomlinson et al. (2004) and Stumpf et al. (2000 Stumpf et al. ( , 2003 . The anomalies indicate new blooms 164 (as well as the movement or change in extent of a bloom) making it an appropriate primary 165 indicator for a true bloom-forming organism, such as K. brevis, that dominates the biomass 166 during summer and fall (Vargo et al., 1987) . Since the anomaly only highlights areas where 167 chlorophyll concentration has increased, and is not species-specific, the model uses a series 168 of rules, summarized in Table 1 , based on the knowledge of the ecology of K. brevis and the 169 oceanography of the west Florida shelf. By this rule-based model, we determine whether an 170 anomalous patch of increased chlorophyll is likely to be a new K. brevis bloom and then 171 proceed to delineate the bloom extent from the anomaly and field measurements. An 172 example of a delineated bloom is shown in Figure 2 , with red indicating a likely or confirmed 173 K. brevis bloom, and yellow indicating blooms of other organisms. Once a bloom is 174 established at the coast, a series of forecasts are produced bi-weekly. These include forecasts 175 on intensification, transport, aerial extent, and beach impact. 176 177
Intensification 178
Intensification is defined as an increase in cell concentration to a higher level and is 179 determined by wind speed and direction (with upwelling favoring intensification) and cell 180 concentration at the coast (Table 2) Table 3 . Besides the respiratory impact, the lifeguards also 264 collect data on the surf condition, water clarity, presence of dead fish, and approximate wind 265 direction. The lifeguards have four choices when recording HAB respiratory impact: none, 266 slight, moderate, or high. We grouped moderate and high classes together, as these were the 267 level at which impacts affect the general public. This data set was additionally used to 268 examine the roles of resolution in the forecasts and the skill assessments. presumes the 330° to 150° orientation of the coast. We used the buoy data collected at 6:00 285 and 18:00 local time (Eastern Time Zone), to validate the twice-daily marine forecasts. 286
When, on a given day, only one daily wind direction forecast was entered into the bulletin the 287 same forecast was applied to both the morning and evening in situ data. 288 289
Skill Assessment 290
The assessed skill depends on the accuracy, a measure of the agreement between the model 291 prediction and truth, and precision, which is a measure of the variance of the prediction due 292 to observational errors (Lynch et al., this volume). Therefore, in the determination of 293 precision, we examined the change in misfit with change in resolution of both the forecast 294 data and the observational data. To assess the nature in which the characteristics of the 295 observational data drive the assessment of skill through model-data misfit, this study also 296 compares skill assessment results for the first bloom season of the HAB forecast system with 297 subsequent years following the availability of higher resolution lifeguard data (as described 298 above). 299 300 Most of the forecasts involve categories comprising ordinal or nominal values ("high", 301 "medium", and "low";
"presence/absence"), and require non-parametric statistics. 302 Accordingly, skill was determined either by percent correct (total accuracy) or through 303 determination of user and producer accuracy (Story and Congalton, 1986) . User accuracy is 304 the percent ratio of correct forecasts of a specified condition to the total number of forecasts 305 of that condition. Commission or user error (100% -user accuracy) indicates false positives, 306
i.e., the forecasted condition was not observed. It is termed user error because this is the 307 error the user sees-whether the forecast is right or wrong. Producer accuracy is the percent 308 ratio of correct forecasts of a specified condition to the total number of observations of that 309 condition. Omission or producer error (100% -producer accuracy) indicates the rate of false 310 negatives, i.e., the specified condition was observed but was not forecast. Commission and 311 omission errors are sometimes called Type 1 and Type 2 errors, respectively, drawing from 312 the terminology of hypothesis testing. 313
314
The first skill assessment of the operational forecast system was performed for the period 315 were first identified through state sampling efforts and then tracked through the forecast 336 system. In addition, four non-harmful blooms were accurately identified through the system 337 and confirmed by state sampling. No false positive forecasts were identified. For HABs, the 338 user accuracy was 100%, and the producer accuracy was 67%, with a corresponding 33% 339 omission error owing to the two blooms found first in state sampling. The total accuracy 340 was 80% (Table 4) Initially, the impact forecast was made for a range of conditions, and therefore broad in both 368 extent and magnitude of impact. For example, a forecast might be for low to high impact 369 over several counties. each lifeguard location, only 21% of the 567 "moderate-high" impact predictions were 391 correct, the rest being "false positives" (Table 5 ). In contrast, 68% of "moderate-high" 392 impacts observed were correctly forecasted, indicating a tendency for 32% false negatives 393 (Table 5 ). This shows a strong tendency toward false positives, rather than false negatives. 394 395
Resolution of the Validation Data 396
The validity of extent and transport forecasts is influenced by the distribution of samples. 397
This was investigated to better understand the frequency and spatial distribution of sampling 398 efforts, as these datasets are essential for assessing forecasts of transport and extent. 399
Observations were binned by the five equal-length (61 km) segments along the coast (Figure  400 1, Figure 4 ). There is considerable variability in sampling between segments. Sampling 401 depends on county and local departments and volunteers, which is not consistent. Sampling 402 frequency also varied between years depending on timing and impact of the HABs. Overall, 403 the median number of samples along this coast was 26 week -1 , which equates to less than 1 404 sample every 75 km of coast for each day (75 km d -1 ) (Figure 4 , Table 6 ). Over the two 405 years, 25% of the sampling frequency fell at zero for several segments, indicating that no 406 samples were taken in that segment or county at least 25% of the time. potential for 1673 forecasts. Out of these, 1439 forecasts were made that did not describe the 421 winds as "variable" and had corresponding data collected from the VENF1 station. Out of 422 the 1439 forecasts, 495 predicted onshore winds, and 60% of these were confirmed as correct 423 by measured winds (at 0600 and 1800) at the VENF1 station. An assessment of the wind 424 forecasts during the period for which lifeguard data was available was also made. The wind 425 forecasts were compared with the observed winds at 0600 and 1800 local time on 173 days. 426
Of these, 71% of the onshore wind forecasts were correct (Table 7) . With 29% of onshore 427 wind forecasts incorrect (i.e. actual wind direction was offshore), it follows that a forecast for 428 HAB respiratory impact based on false wind predictions would result in a false-positive. 429
From the wind forecast, there is the potential for 29% false-positives. 430
431
To assess the accuracy on a site by site case, a subsequent analysis comparing actual winds 432 and lifeguard impact reports was performed. We examined the proportion of high-moderate 433 forecasts which we confirmed both with and without accounting for false onshore wind 434 forecasts. At this fine resolution we observed 21% and 22% correct forecasts in both sets of 435 conditions, or ~78% false positives (Table 8 ). The forecasts are county-wide and are not 436 resolved to individual beaches. In order to assess the forecasts at the same resolution, the 437 lifeguard observations were grouped so that if any lifeguard reported an impact, the forecast 438 was classified as correct (Table 8, Using the lifeguard data, we get a sense for the influence of resolution on misfits in the 496 forecasts (Table 8 ). The county-wide forecast was assessed against observations at 497 individual beaches. When the resolution of the lifeguard data was reduced to the county 498 level, the accuracy of the forecast increased. K brevis blooms are considered to be patchy, so 499 the forecasts often noted that the impacts would be patchy, e.g., a forecast would be for"patchy moderate" impacts in a county. The results actually validate the defined county-501 level forecast. Forecasts of "patchy moderate to high impacts" within the county are correct 502 78% of the time. The question of whether the impact will occur at a specific location and 503 time (morning or afternoon) is only 20% accurate. The difference confirms that patchiness 504 does occur and that the model is both correct in identifying "patchiness" and that it is 505 inadequate at this time for higher resolution forecasts. The resolution of both the forecast 506 and the validation data constrains the results of the skill assessment. Haeffner (1996) noted 507 that increased detail in modeling increases commission (user error), exactly as found here. 508
The ultimate user application is the latter, so that accuracy is important, although not 509 achievable at this time. 510 511
Winds 512
The presence of respiratory impacts at the shore is largely a function of cell count patchiness 513 and wind direction. One cause for inaccurate impact forecasts could be sensitivity to 514 seabreeze. Seabreezes are included in some of the coastal marine forecasts, but they are not 515 included in standard modeled forecast winds. The seabreeze is considered in some of the 516 HAB forecasts, when seabreeze is clearly identified in the marine forecast, but this requires 517 additional analysis for routine implementation. The tendency for a strong onshore seabreeze 518 in the afternoon along with the evidence of a higher frequency of moderate to high impacts in 519 the afternoon, indicate the need for the consideration of seabreeze effects when forecasting 520 K. brevis impact. 521 Bulletins were identified as high, medium or low priority based on the importance of the 530 information they contained (high indicating that a management action is recommended). Of 531 the 37 high priority bulletins that were released, 94% were utilized. Similar analyses would 532 be critical as a part of the skill assessment used to maintain or improve an operational 533 forecast system. 534 535
Conclusions 536
The assessment of skill of the operational forecasts depends on the ability of the model to 537 forecast conditions at an appropriate resolution, within the constraints of the available 538 validation data. The availability of higher resolution validation data through the volunteer 539 lifeguard program provided information necessary to identify limitations in our current K. 540 brevis forecast of impacts. On the other hand, the assessment also indicates that limitations 541 in the validation data will preclude evaluations of new models for transport or extent. As 542 changes in both the validation system and forecast resolution are undertaken, consideration 543 should be made as to whether comparisons can be made in an equivalent way as in previous 544 years. Implementing or evaluating models at high resolution, such as the potential for 1-km 545 resolution of HAB boundaries from satellite, may be unproductive without an appropriatevalidation system. A low resolution validation data set, however, may demonstrate the 547 accuracy of the forecast model at larger scales than is desired for management purposes. 
